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Introduction
The second EpiSouth laboratory training session took place at the Instituto de Salud “Carlos
III”, Madrid (Spain) from 24 to 28 June 2013. It has been organised by the WP4 team with the
Laboratory of Arboviruses and imported viral diseases of the ISCIII and Philippe Dubois,
consultant on Biosafety, previously WHO trainer.
1.1. OBJECTIVES OF THE TRAINING
The objectives of this training were to improve the diagnosis and understanding of West Nile
and the level of biosafety in the laboratories of the EpiSouth MRLN and to enhance the
networking among participating laboratories. The biosafety modules were complementary to
the modules discussed on the first training, but could be attended by new trainees.
For the Agenda, see Annex 1.
1.2. PARTICIPANTS
The WP4 requested the heads of laboratories that were represented during the first training to
nominate the same trainee if possible. For the new participating laboratories, the criteria were
the same than for the first training: permanent staff of the laboratory, active person working at
the bench, English and/or French speaker, able to provide training to other laboratory
members at the return in her/his laboratory.
The twenty laboratories (7 EU and 13 non-EU) that participated were:
Albania
Algeria
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Cyprus
FYROM
Greece

Italy (ass. lab*)
Jordan
Kosovo
Lebanon
Libya
Malta
Montenegro

Palestine
Romania
Serbia
Spain
Tunisia
Turkey

* The Italian laboratory member of the core group could not propose a trainee for the training, so one
from the associated laboratory “Lazzaro Spallanzani” has been proposed to participate with the
agreement of the EpiSouth coordination and the Italian lab part of the core group.

In the frame of the good collaboration and the optimisation of already existing expertise on
West Nile, international experts, especially from the EuroWestNile project that is coordinated
by the host laboratory, were involved to give lectures. The EpiSouth WP5 was also invited.
For the list of participants see Annex 2.
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2. The training
As for the first training on Dengue and Biosafety, the training combined theoretical and
practical courses related to the laboratory diagnosis of West Nile and Biosafety.1
Likewise, trainees worked in pairs during theoretical and practical courses and compared
results from different available commercial serological diagnostic kits for West Nile diagnosis
in order to the address limits and differences between the techniques. The aim of this
comparison analysis is to identify strengths and weaknesses of the different available kits and
be able to choose (performance or price) the most adapted for the home situation.
The training is finalised by a case study session.

Theoretical part
The global context of West Nile has been set by different experts; lectures on epidemiology,
clinic, ecology, veterinary and laboratory-related lectures have been given.

A round table with international experts of the Region has been organised on the first day of
the training so as to share experience and introduce the complex issue of the emergence of
West Nile in the Mediterranean region. The aim of this round table was to discuss about how
a country with no case of West Nile faces the first suspected case and how this country
should get prepared to face the possible next outbreaks by organising a surveillance of
West Nile. There was a focus on the laboratory point of view but the discussion was also
about the other partners that the laboratory staff should include in case of a WN outbreak (role
of the government/ officials/ Public Health institutions/etc. in the different countries, place of
the veterinarians, of the entomologists, etc.).
The discussion was structured around 5 axes that have been introduced by different
intervening experts:

First situation, a country with no experience in West Nile detection faces a possible first case
1. What happens when the apparition of the 1st suspected case of West Nile appears in the
country? (Intervener: Anna Papa-Konidari, Artistotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece)

1

Note: The presentations of the training are available on the private area of the EpiSouth website in the ENWA
WP4 section: https://nwa.episouthnetwork.org/index.php?tab=3&id_area=2066&topic=Training
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2. What kind of investigation/outbreak team should be set-up for a case of a suspected WN
outbeak? (Intervener: Mari Paz Sanchez Seco, Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Spain)
3. In a country that never faced an outbreak before, what is the set of minimum tools that a
laboratory should have to support the diagnosis of WN? (Intervener: Gülay Korukluoğlu,
Turkish Public Health Institution, Turkey)
Now, the country is becoming endemic and it is decided to set-up a surveillance system.
4. What experts should be part of a surveillance team? (Intervener: Aykut Özkul, Ankara
University)
5. What are the new tools that a (future) reference laboratory should acquire? Technology
updates? (Intervener: Maria Rosaria Capobianchi, Istituto Nazionale per le Malattie
Infettive (INMI ) "L. Spallanzani", Italy)

A module on case studies has been organised at the end of the training to summarize and put
into perspective what has been learnt throughout the week. This module has been more
developed (4 hours instead of 2 hours and use of an interactive tool) during this second
training upon request of the trainees at the end of the first training.

The biosafety modules were organised in two parts: a biorisk assessment module, including
exercises on a computer-based tool and an interactive lecture (with video images) on facility
design (BSL3) and maintenance.
2.1. PRACTICAL PART
The objective of the practical course was to learn how to perform or to improve the West Nile
laboratory diagnosis (molecular biology and serology).
The used laboratory protocols for PCR methods have been developed by the Spanish partners
(ISCIII and CISA-INIA) and for serology kits were used.
Real-time RT-PCR
It enables the detection of West Nile virus DNA in acute phase samples and is the preferred
molecular tool to detect West Nile virus early in the course of West Nile infection.
Identification with this technique can distinguish the different serotypes. An “in-house”
protocol and primers have been used for the multiplex PCR method used by the ISCIII
laboratory and shared with the trainees.
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IgG and IgM ELISA
As most of the laboratories used commercial kits to perform the serology of WN. WP4 asked
the participating laboratories, before the training, what commercial kits were accessible in
their country, in order to use these kits for the training. Except 2 laboratories that each used
different kits difficult to access in all other participating countries , the laboratories were using
the same 2 kits. Therefore, it has been decided to use these 2 kits and compare them for their
sensitivity and specificity during the course. This to discuss the limits and strengths of these 2
kits, using a panel of well characterised sera from patients. The used panel has kindly been
provided by the Greek laboratory of the MRLN (Anna Papa-Konidari, Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki), also identified as a supportive laboratory for the MRLN.
Five sera were analysed by ten pairs of trainees. Each serum was tested twice by 2 different
pairs of trainees (each pair using a different kit for IgG and IgM). The results obtained from
the different kits and trainees have been discussed and analysed collectively. It appeared that
the most expensive kit was also the most performant one.

3. Evaluation
3.1. EVALUATION OF THE TRAINEES
The efficiency of the training has been evaluated by a short test on biosafety/biorisk
knowledge. As for the first training, the same test was done by the trainees on the first
morning and on the last afternoon of the training week (See Annex 3).
Graph 1 describes the level of knowledge of the trainees on biosafety and biorisk before and
after the training. It shows that the level of the trainees was heterogeneous before and after
the training but the level of all the trainees clearly improved: from 4 to 66% of good answers
at the pre-test and from 60 to 100% of good answers (12 trainees over 17 had 100% of correct
answers).
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Graph 1: Improvement of the level of knowledge of the trainees on biosafety and biorisk
before and after the training.

3.2. EVALUATION OF THE TRAINING
On the last afternoon of the training, an evaluation survey (see Annex 4) has been addressed to
the trainees to evaluate the different modules of the training (see Graphs 2 to 5) and to assess
their expectations for the future of the MRLN and EpiSouth network (see Table 1). A
discussion completed this assessment.
All the trainees were very satisfied by the training (overall score of the quality: 4.5/5) and
100% of the trainees declared that the training met their expectations.
Regarding the sequencing module, during the discussion, there was also a great demand to
have more time to focus on. This topic has been explored during this training, but as it is a
vast topic and trainees had heterogeneous skills on the subject, it has been difficult to totally
reach the expectations. At least, this has raised awareness towards this discipline and
underlined the necessity of sequencing surveys to control the spread of the disease.
The Table 1 describes the perspectives and expectations of the trainees after the training and
after the end of the project.
The trainees are expecting the continuation and sustainability of the MRLN after the project
ends. Their top 3 expectations are respectively to improve capacity (mostly with training), to
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exchange and share information and to extend the topics to other pathogens (emerging plus
respiratory diseases have been mentioned).
Concerning their expectations for the possible next trainings, they would like more practice,
an extended time or a reorganisation of the schedule to have an agenda including the next
steps in WN diagnosis (IFA, seroneutralisation, culture). The seroneutralisation and cell
culture remained a request. However due to i) the important number of participants ii) their
heterogeneous background and level iii) the few having access to BSL3 facilities in their
home situation, the possibility of organising such a training and its impact would remain very
limited. Nevertheless, the IFA technique could be considered as a technique to be taught in a
future training on WN.
Further requests were expressed concerning further training on the use of sequences and
sequence analysis for molecular epidemiology of WN.

Graph 2: Evaluation of the lectures of the external experts.
(1: very good 5: very bad)

Graph 3: Evaluation of the Biosafety modules.
(1: very good 5: very bad)

Figure 1: Average representation of the results of the evaluation of the course (1= very good,
5= very bad)
Overall students were satisfied with the course a point of improvement seemed to be the
timing of the sessions (too less time for sequence analysis and too less time for practical
work)
Table 1: Perspectives and expectations of the 20 trainees after the training, written comments
overiew.
Items of the questionnaire
How would you apply what you have learnt within the next 6 months?
Introduce / implement methods in the lab - Foster collaboration

n

14
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Change / adapt methods already in place in the lab
Apply what have been learnt during the training
Share / transfer knowledge to lab colleagues

6
5
4

Do you have any idea to improve such training session?
More practice
Extend time period / Reorganise the schedule
Reallocate the timing
Other new techniques
More sequencing
Using more the experience of the trainees

5
5
3
3
2
2

What do you expect for a possible continuation of the Mediterranean Regional
Laboratory Network and of the whole EpiSouth network?
Improve capacity
Exchange and share information
Extend to other pathogens
Sustain the Network
Organisation of EQA
Identification of supporting laboratory
Other *

9
8
6
5
3
2
5

* Other:
- Develop multi-centric project in this field ;
- The concientisation of the European commission about the problem of: 1/ The emergence of some viral
zoonosis due to Global climate change; 2/ The threat represented for the A. Albopictus colonization of the
Mediterranean basin in relation to autochthonous transmission of Dengue fever, YFV ;
- Project about epidemiology, management data, share our knowledge and experience of cases ;
- Audiences will be very important to follow-up the application and the progress regarding to the topics that
was submitted during this meeting ;
- The laboratory part has to find a new formula to work together (example: Create a website - interactive!)
to put our questions, protocols, etc.

Conclusion and wrap-up

This second EpiSouth laboratory training has consolidated the trust and the networking
among the laboratory staff from the whole Mediterranean and Balkans region that had
participated to the first training and fostered the collaboration with the new members. The
WP4 has succeeded in improving laboratory capacity by training staff on Biosafety and West
Nile diagnosis. As a result of the evaluation of the first training, the number of practical
modules and of interactive and group exercises has been increased. However, trainees persist
to ask for more practice. But we feel that it is very important for the lab staff to be aware of
the global context.
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All the trainees wish to have a continuation of the network and its activities. In particular,
they expect to have the occasion to continue to exchange information (such as protocols or
experience) and to improve the capacities of their laboratory though training.
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Annexes
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ANNEX 1: Agenda of the training
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ANNEX 2: List of participants
Organisation: Kathleen Victoir and Sabah Boufkhed (International Division, Institut Pasteur)
Gülay Korukluoglu (Microbiology Department, Turkish Public Health Institution)
with: Antonio Tenorio and the team of the Laboroatory "Arbovirus and imported viruses" (ISCIII, Madrid)
and: Philippe Dubois and Ingegerd Kallings (Biosafety expert)
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ANNEX 4: Pre-test (and Final test) to assess the progress made during the training
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ANNEX 5: Questionnaire for the trainees to assess the training
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